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A Christian Sci-Fi dystopian genre millennium novel by best-selling author, Marnie Pehrson
Kuhns.In the not-too-distant future, freedom and choices cause the downfall of humanity.
Equality is the prime directive of EarthPeace. One gender. One race. Your career, your friends,
your clothes, your activities are all selected by the Happiness Bureau. The Abundance Bureau
issues an equal number of credits to everyone, and all purchases are made via the Global
Identification Chip in your right hand. Satellites and cameras track everything you do and
say.Family, parenthood, religion are all relics of the past and have no place in the new world
order of EarthPeace. Genetic alteration has created a society of genderless clones. By 2080,
humans are dying off due to genetic degradation. Jade and two other scientists set out to restart
the human race using zygotes from the Vault of Origination. Not everyone likes the idea of
creating gendered infants for restocking the vault. Threats to the babies’ lives eventually lead the
scientists out of EarthPeace to live among a remnant of Christians who refused to get the Global
Identification Chips and have been living off grid for 60 years.You’ve read or seen 1984, Atlas
Shrugged, Mad Max and Logan’s Run, but you’ve never read anything like Z. Z shows you the
remarkable world these heroes escape to. Along with Jade, you’ll live among a people preparing
for Christ’s imminent Second Coming. You’ll experience what it’s like to witness His arrival from
the perspective of those who are “caught up to meet Him in the air.”Inspired by modern events,
the Book of Revelation and other Biblical and prophetic writings, Z will take you on a riveting
journey to a wonderfully, glorious happy ending that will give a whole new meaning to dystopian
novels. If you’ve been worrying about the future because of gender identity, the Green New Deal,
ANTIFA, identity politics, COVID-19 pandemic quarantines, riots and looting, this book will give
you hope – for your children, grandchildren and the world.Click on the "Look Inside" feature to
start reading now!
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valuable input and proofreading to the project.Most of all, I would like to thank my husband,
David Kuhns, for his encouragement, faith, and inspiration on this book. I never would have
written it without him because it is my life with him, and the miracles we have experienced
together, that inspired the last half of the book.Dave also came in with a final thorough edit which
enriched the story in ways I know readers will appreciate. I’m so blessed to have Dave’s
professional editing on this project. You can learn more about his ghostwriting and editing
services at .Finally, I would like to thank our grandchildren and great-nieces and great-nephews
for their sweet and loving hearts. Their abundant loving-kindness toward Dave and me inspired
this novel. As crazy as things get, these sweet souls give me hope that tomorrow is in good
hands as long as they are in the world.Author’s NoteI started writing this novel in mid-2019 as
gender discussions were ramping up and people were advocating for the removal of gender-
specific words and phrases. I asked myself, “What would a world be like without gender?” This
novel came from asking myself that question. What if the choices being advocated by modern
society ran their course? Where would those choices lead us?The beginning of this novel is
written in gender neutral pronouns. Z is a gender-neutral term replacing he / she / him / her. Zer
is the possessive pronoun replacing his and her. Zerself replaces himself or herself.I realize that
it may take some adjusting to read a novel without gendered pronouns. Think of a future where
this is the norm! For as long as it takes you to get used to reading these terms, it was immensely



more challenging to write with them! You can take some comfort in knowing that the entire novel
is not written in gender-neutral pronouns.When COVID-19 emerged as a world-wide pandemic
in early 2020, I couldn’t bring myself to continue writing this novel. It struck too close to home. I
was so concerned about the future of our nation and the kind of world that my children,
grandchildren and great nieces and nephews would have, I stopped writing. I couldn’t stand the
idea of writing about a world I DO NOT want to see. I am fully aware that what we think about, we
bring about. This was a world I did not wish to create.As I began seeing events unfold that
looked familiar to scripture, I began studying end times prophecies. The more I focused on
Christ, the more hope I felt.Then one night I had an incredible dream which became one of the
most riveting scenes toward the end of the book.After that dream, I set out to create a solution to
this dystopian future. I created a safe haven, a sacred, protected place for my family and friends,
my grandchildren, and grand nieces and nephews. Inspired by prophecy and the hope for the
future I found in Jesus Christ, what begins as a tale about a genderless, race-less, globalist
future transforms into a message of hope and faith for those who put their trust in Jesus
Christ.Obviously, no one knows the exact nature of future events or how prophecies will unfold.
This book is loosely based on Biblical prophecy, and I have taken creative license to apply it to a
fictional story. This is by no means a treatise on last days prophecies, but an effort to inspire you
to do your own research. My hope is that you will look at Scripture with an eye of faith and trust in
God. I hope this story will inspire you to consider how God could guide, inspire, and protect you
and your loved ones in the coming days.You may find this novel disconcerting to start, but by the
end, I believe it will give you an incredible amount of hope. Writing it completely transformed my
perspective on the future. Good things wait for those who put their trust in Christ.With
hope,MarnieChapter 1: EarthPeaceYear: 2065“Jade,” the person behind the reception desk
called out, zer gaze scanning the waiting room of 20 or so people.Jade stood up and walked
toward the reception desk where a sign on the wall behind the receptionist read: “Equality is
Peace. Peace Is Security. The Individual Exists to Invoke Peace.”“Your Happiness Bureau
advisor will see you now,” the person said and then went back to working on a computerized
screen. Jade walked from the waiting room to the door off to the right of the reception
desk.“Room 478,” the person behind the desk said.Jade scanned the Global Identification Chip
in the web-like flesh of zer right hand, and the door popped open.Jade walked through, down the
hall to room 478. Jade again scanned zer right hand on the access panel to the right of the
doorway. After waiting about thirty seconds, the door popped open.“Sorry to make you wait,” the
advisor who sat behind a desk said as Jade entered the room. Jade looked around. The walls
were bright yellow and there was a window that overlooked the city behind where the advisor
sat.“I’m testing the color yellow. What do you think?” Jade’s Happiness Bureau advisor cheerfully
asked.Jade shrugged, “It’s … bright.”The advisor made a notation on Jade’s file in the computer.
“Bright.”“And how does that make you feel, Jade?” the advisor asked, ready to type in whatever
words might fall from Jade’s lips.“How does what make me feel? The color yellow?” Jade hated
the questions zer Happiness Bureau advisor asked.“Yes,” the advisor prompted, with hands at



the ready on the keyboard.This shade of yellow made Jade think of the fake manufactured
cheese they foisted on them in the cafeteria. It wasn’t real cheese. The cattle population was
euthanized nearly forty years ago because their flatulence produced greenhouse gases. How
did that make Jade feel?“Annoyed,” Jade replied honestly. Z would have said angry but felt that
would result in a rabbit hole of psychological questions. Angry would have been the better word
– angry that an entire species was wiped out over flatulence. If the Science Bureau could
change people’s skin color and clone humans, surely, they could have done something for the
cattle besides killing them off.“Annoyed?” the advisor looked a bit taken aback by Jade’s
response. “Why is that?”You don’t want to know, Jade thought. Jade sighed and shrugged, “I
don’t know. You asked me how it makes me feel, and I feel annoyed by it.”“All right then,” the
Happiness Bureau advisor typed annoyed next to the swatch of yellow on the screen that looked
like the color of the walls. “Let’s get down to the purpose of our meeting today.”“Yes, please,”
Jade said.“You just turned thirteen, so it’s time for us to make some plans for your future.” The
monitor on which the advisor worked displayed on both sides. Whatever the advisor typed, Jade
could see a similar screen from where z sat on the opposite side of the desk.“First, let’s discuss
your career path. You show aptitude for the sciences. Your Science Bureau advisor, Lex, has
recommended a path toward working with the genetics department. After careful consideration, I
concur with that suggestion.”The monitor displayed a flow chart of the next twenty years of
Jade’s life.“This means, you will be attending the University of EarthPeace at Ameriqual. In
preparation for your studies there, you will enter the sciences track for the next five years of
secondary education. After completing your degree at the University, you will be employed in
the Science Bureau genetics department. Depending upon your performance there, you may
have an opportunity to sit on the Science Board.”“Any questions?” the advisor asked.“I don’t
believe so,” Jade shrugged. If Lex recommended Jade for a career in genetics, z trusted Lex’s
judgement. If it meant continuing to work with and learn from Lex, Jade would enjoy that.The
advisor brushed zer brown bangs out of zer eyes and continued. “Now for your health track.” The
advisor sighed. “Due to being an Alpha, your health track is different than most.”Jade nodded.
Alphas were a special segment of the population whose primary role during their first twenty
years of life was for genetic purposes. Their gametes were harvested to restock the Vault of
Origination.“Remember, you have an appointment with Lex for your first gamete harvest at 1500
hours today,” the advisor said.“Yes, I remember,” Jade nodded. How could Jade forget. Z had
been dreading it for months.“Lex has you on a special nutrient-dense diet for optimal health. You
are fed the highest quality ingredients that the rest of the population hasn’t … the advisor
paused, making certain Jade understood the significance of what was being said … "been
allotted.”“Not to say there is any inequality of course,” the advisor quickly added.“Of course not,”
Jade agreed.“This is just what is necessary for the optimal production and harvesting of
gametes so that homo sapien life may continue on the planet.” The advisor gave the canned
explanation the Happiness Bureau used to justify one segment of society getting something
better than another segment. It was always for the greater good of the planet and did not mean



there was any inequality.Jade thought if there had been true equality, someone would have been
concerned about the extinction of the cattle population. How come nobody cared about bovine
life continuing on the planet? That was a question that couldn’t be voiced aloud. Jade’s blue
eyes glanced up at the camera in the right corner of the office. It pointed directly at Jade’s face.
Fortunately, the cameras couldn’t read Jade’s mind.The advisor continued, “According to your
last physical examination, you are healthy and fit. Your muscle tone is good. I recommend that
you begin playing racquetball. You’ll need a partner for that, and I have the perfect new friend
assignment for you.”The advisor pulled up a picture of a young person – obviously, an Alpha.
Alpha’s all had their natural skin and eye coloring. No genetic alteration was made to Alphas until
after their gamete harvesting phase was complete. After they were past harvesting age, Alphas
underwent genetic modification to assimilate them into the rest of society. This meant gender
neutralization and skin and eye pigment modification. Melanin manipulation transformed them
into the Color of Equalization.Quartz had a much darker skin tone than the Color of Equalization.
Jade’s skin tone was much lighter. Other than the Alphas, all race and ethnicity had been
eradicated from the planet through genetic modification. Hex color #ad724d was chosen as the
Skin Color of Equalization. Other than the Alphas, no Science Officer was allowed to genetically
engineer any other skin color and all Alphas would eventually be modified to the Color of
Equalization.“It’s best for your friendships in this next phase of your life to stay with other Alphas.
Once you have been equalized, we can broaden your friendships to Beta’s.” Jade’s advisor
brushed zer brown bangs out of zer eyes again. “Betas are people who are genetically altered at
birth to be genderless and the standard Color of Equalization.”“Yes, I’m familiar with the process,”
Jade said.“Why, of course.” The advisor seemed to suddenly remember that even though Alphas
lived in relative isolation, Jade worked with Lex in the Science Bureau and knew how things
worked.The advisor continued, “Quartz is four years older than you, but according to your
personality testing profiles, you will enjoy each other’s company. Quartz is quite an expert at
racquetball and zer usual partner has been reassigned to another city within Ameriqual. So,
Quartz has an opening for a new racquetball partner.”“Sounds good,” Jade had no idea what
racquetball was, but if it had the word “ball” in it, it had to be something fun.“You’ll meet with
Quartz at the 4th Street Gymnasium on Thursdays at 0800 hours,” the advisor instructed.“Okay,”
Jade nodded and raked zer fingers through zer blonde hair.“Do you have any questions?” the
advisor asked.“I don’t believe so,” Jade shook zer head.“Well, then, you can go,” the advisor
said.“Thank you,” Jade rose, and the door popped open.~*~“Jade, remember now, we need the
entire sperm sample in the specimen bottle,” the doctor said, holding the restroom door open
and pointing for Jade to go inside.Jade took the specimen bottle. “This feels so weird. Do I really
have to do this?”Jade paused in the doorway of the restroom looking at zer guardian, a doctor
known simply as Lex. Jade scrunched zer nose and grimaced.“I know,” Lex shook zer head a bit
with a look of sympathy in zer eyes. “Think of it this way: you’re helping to preserve homo
sapiens. You are one of the few functioning male members of our species.”Jade was only
thirteen but was nearly as tall as the lead scientist of the genetics department.“Can’t you just do



this yourself, Lex? You’re male, right?” Jade pleaded.Lex wore a white lab coat and navy pants. Z
moved away from the door, letting it close as z continued to talk with Jade in the hallway.“Jade,
you know I’m on hormones. We all are,” Lex waved zer arms as if to gesture that the entire world
took gender-neutralizing hormones and groomed themselves in a gender-neutral way. Everyone
in EarthPeace, except Jade and the other Alphas, were either cloned to be gender-neutral or
made neutral through surgery and/or hormones. “You’ve seen me take my hormones before. I
can’t do this for you. This is your destiny. This is why you exist – to give our species a fighting
chance.”“Explain this to me again? Why can’t people just be cloned? You’ve successfully cloned
several individuals.” Jade knew z was stalling, but this whole thing made z nervous. Lex, in a very
clinical manner, had explained to Jade and the other males how to gather the sample, but the
whole process seemed disgusting to Jade.Lex sighed lightly, “The Betas we’re creating are from
gendered material and then altered to be gender-neutral and equalized at a DNA level. Yes, we
have successfully cloned a few genetically altered Betas. I and a few others fear that the DNA
will degrade with duplication. It’s important we have a back-up plan and keep the Vault of
Origination stocked so we have backup zygotes should we need them. You remember that
freezer with all the vials in it – right?”Jade nodded.“Your specimen will go in the cryogenic Vault
of Origination, marked with today’s date.”Lex grew more animated and zer half-moon eyes
seemed to grow even more arched toward zer rising cheekbones. “You could feasibly have first
generation offspring for centuries! It is quite exciting to think about. You will live on long after you
are gone. Only your pod of classmates will have this opportunity. You are the best and the
brightest. You are the healthiest and have passed all the psychological and mental tests with
flying colors. You are truly superior!” Lex smiled broadly as if somehow z was personally
responsible for Jade’s optimal genetic code.Jade felt a little bit of enthusiasm at the prospect of
zer progeny populating the earth for centuries. It really was a noble cause. Surely, z could do this
-- even if something about it felt yucky. That was the only word Jade could think to describe it –
yucky.“But, everyone in my class is male,” Jade responded. “You taught us that to create a
zygote you need male and female gametes. Where are you going to get the female
gametes?”Lex nodded, zer lower lip protruding a bit as if z were impressed by Jade’s use of the
proper terminology. “Good question! There is another pod of females. You might remember
them. When you were young, your classes met together … until you were about five or six. Once
the females are the appropriate age, their eggs will be harvested.” Lex paused then added in a
lowered voice without moving zer lips, “I’m sorry to say that process won’t be as enjoyable as
yours will be.”“Enjoyable?” Jade looked at Lex as if z were crazy.Lex chuckled, “You’ll see. You’ve
got it a lot easier than the females.”Suddenly one little girl’s face flashed into Jade’s mind. Z had
light-brown hair, hazel eyes and petite features. “702,” Jade muttered softly.“You remember?” Lex
seemed slightly surprised.“702 was my friend,” Jade said. “We were inseparable,” Jade added in
zer thoughts. Jade’s whole body felt warm suddenly. And then a familiar ache pinched at zer
heart. “Why don’t we meet with the females anymore?”“The Science Bureau felt it best to
separate you,” Lex cleared zer throat, “For safety reasons.”“Safety reasons?” Jade



inquired.“Bonds tend to form between gendered individuals that have proven a threat to
EarthPeace, Remember, it is what caused the near annihilation of our species.”“How can
friendship between children be a threat to EarthPeace?” Jade probed.Lex looked side-to-side as
if someone were eavesdropping on their conversation. In fact, someone always was. Eyes were
everywhere. The doctor tapped the specimen bottle, “Just get me the sample, Jade. No more
questions.”Jade’s shoulders slumped and z looked down at the empty specimen bottle.
Reluctantly, Jade went into the restroom and locked the door behind zer.~*~That evening Jade
lay in bed thinking about what Lex said about the procedure for extracting gametes. Z said it
would not be as pleasant for the females. How did they extract gametes from females? And were
they going to hurt the females? Z could not imagine Lex ever hurting anyone. The doctor had
always been exceedingly kind to everyone.702’s face flashed into Jade’s mind. Z had not
thought of 702 in the last year or so. There was a time when Jade thought z would never forget
702. Jade mourned for 702 nearly every day for years. Z felt almost traitorous that z had not
thought of 702 again until today. Would z ever see 702 again? If z did, would z recognize 702?
702 would not be called 702 anymore. After the children were separated by gender, 702 would
have been assigned a name like Jade had been.What was so dangerous to the peace of the
planet for Jade and 702 to be friends?“Sable,” Jade called out to the satellite surveillance and
communication network.“Yes, Jade. How may I assist you?” the genderless voice
responded.“Pick up reading where we left off in my history assignment,” Jade instructed.The
voice began …“Chapter 5: The Rise of EarthPeace, continued…Across the globe, great conflicts
and wars grew out of the racial, gender, and ideological factions of the 21st century. A war of
words grew into civil unrest with the COVID-19 pandemic beginning in March 2020 and the
subsequent Summer 2020 race riots. Burning and looting escalated across the former United
States of America and the world. Major cities were taken over by ANTIFA groups. Civil unrest
continued over the next seven years. Genders continued to evolve into transgenders, gender
neutrals and up to 100 different gender variations.Society splintered into factions based on
gender, skin color, class distinctions, religion, and sexuality. Many of these segments, feeling
marginalized, persecuted, and victimized, continued to retaliate with increasing numbers of
protests, lootings, mass shootings, arson, and bombings. By 2026, most major electrical grids
were destroyed. Civil unrest increased, making it nearly impossible for people to leave their
homes. The nations stayed in a constant state of martial law, with only sporadic intermittent
reprieves.When the economy spiraled into collapse, the Federal Reserve and foreign powers
called in loans they had made to the United States and forced it to pay. When Congress levied
taxes of 90% on anyone making over $40,000 per year, a large, united faction known as “The
Deplorables” retaliated in all-out war.Arming themselves with guns, assault rifles, even tanks and
other assorted military weapons, The Deplorables went on the offensive in 2027. Weapons were
acquired from those within the military branches who were loyal to The Deplorables’ cause.
Many officers and enlisted military personnel sided with The Deplorables, and eventually
defected to join their cause.Chanting, “God, Family, Country!” The Deplorables’ armed midnight



march on Washington DC climaxed with a synchronized destruction of all IRS buildings on the
morning of July 4, 2027. They simultaneously bombed the Federal Reserve Bank buildings in
Washington DC, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, St.
Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San Francisco.Anarchy and lawlessness ensued.
The government unleashed the military to fight back, but military personnel kept defecting to the
side of The Deplorables.In desperation, the Progressive party within the government called in
the United Nations to intervene in March of 2028. Other nations, with similar conflicts within their
own countries, followed suit. In early 2029, to bring peace to the planet, the United Nations cut
off supplies and power to areas where The Deplorables were known to reside.In the summer of
2029, after those rebels who fought against equality were subdued, the result was the
decimation of the population outside safe havens of equality. The United Nations dissolved the
existing nations and restructured all the governments of the world. Since no national
governments were now functional, the United Nations became known as EarthPeace.Nearly
every country across the globe met at EarthPeace to adopt the Global Unification Accord of
2030. When the Global Unification Accord was first signed by leaders of the major nations of the
earth at the EarthPeace Building in New York, the consensus was that choice had caused the
downfall of society. People had been given too many choices in politics, religion, sexuality,
purchasing options, opinions, preferences, etc. Allowing people to choose political
representation caused major divides in the former United States and other nations. Rifts over
sexuality, class distinctions, earning power, race and religion further divided nations, eventually
resulting in Civil War.EarthPeace leaders concluded that in an evolutionary quest for equality,
society splintered when it should have unified and homogenized. Society was too immature to
gracefully navigate the evolutionary process to full equality. Thus, science and government had
to intervene. Because the Internet was used to spread disunity, create discord, violence and
inequality, EarthPeace took over the Internet, using technology developed in the country
formerly known as China. EarthPeace shut down all social media sites and individual web sites
and blogs not within direct control of EarthPeace. The Internet became SpaceNet.SpaceNet
now is completely satellite controlled. It disseminates only EarthPeace-approved materials and
tracks all individuals and their credits and health data. All user-driven and non-EarthPeace
managed sites have been terminated.”“Pause,” Jade instructed.Jade sat up in bed, put zer white-
socked feet on the floor and stretched zer arms high above zer head and yawned. History was
not zer favorite subject. Z found it depressing. Why had people let things get so chaotic? Why
couldn’t they just get along? Z thought about what it would have been like to have so many
choices. What would one do with all those choices?Feeling a bit chilly, z crossed to zer closet,
and slid open the door. Seven pair of navy pants, seven white t-shirts, seven navy sweaters and
one navy jacket hung neatly from the metal rod that extended across the closet. Jade grabbed a
navy sweater, removed it from the hanger, and slipped it over zer white t-shirt. Jade slid the
closet door closed and looked at zerself in the full-length mirror that was mounted on the sliding
door of the closet.Jade ran zer hand through zer blonde hair to straighten zer part. Jade reached



for a glass that was setting on the dresser and walked over to a water dispenser in the corner. Z
put the glass under the machine, pressed the dispenser button and filled up the glass. After
drinking down the contents of the glass, Jade set it back on the dresser and released a heavy
sigh.“Resume.”The same gender-neutral voice continued with the narrative.“EarthPeace
manages the globe in regions. EarthPeace leaders are appointed for each region by the
EarthPeace Administrative Committee. Ameriqual now comprises the regions formerly known as
North, Central and South America, and functions under the jurisdiction of EarthPeace.”“Sable,”
Jade interjected as z turned down the bedspread.“Yes, Jade,” Sable responded.“How are
members of the EarthPeace Administrative Committee selected?” Jade asked, then slipped
under the covers, propping zer head up on the headboard of the twin-sized bed.Sable
answered, “Members of the Committee are chosen for life. When a Committee member dies, or
becomes too infirm to function, the board convenes to select a new member. New Committee
members are generally selected from those already serving at a regional level.”“Okay, thank
you,” Jade responded.“Shall I continue?” Sable queried.Jade answered, “Please stop now and
bookmark my place.”“Location bookmarked.”“Turn off the lights, Sable.” Jade instructed and then
rolled on zer side to go to sleep.Chapter 2: Repercussions2071 (Six years later)Jade had just
drifted off to sleep in the top bunk of zer dorm room at the University of EarthPeace at Athens. Z
dreamed of a large open meadow with a line of trees at the far end and mountains in the
distance. The setting sun glowed with the most brilliant hues of red and pink. It looked as if a
fluorescent paint bucket had been spilled across the evening sky.In the dream, Jade looked
down at zerself and noticed that z was a child of perhaps four or five. Jade felt the most liberating
feeling sweep over zer, as if anything were possible. Jade began running through the field
toward the sunset and then noticed someone running beside zer. It was 702, zer brown hair in
pigtails, flopping in the breeze. 702 smiled at Jade and z felt the most exquisite feeling of joy,
gratitude, and freedom. Jade laughed out loud as z surged forward, taking the lead. Jade could
hear 702’s feet catching up to zer.The sound of the two children’s feet pounding the earth grew
louder and louder until the liberating feeling transformed into terror. Jade’s heart pounded louder
and faster with the sound of the noise.“Open up! Room check!” Jade heard a stern voice on the
other side of the dorm room door and fists pounding louder and louder against it. “Open up now!
Security! Room check!”Jade’s heart pounded so hard z felt it might leap from zer chest. Sweat
poured down zer back.Jade leapt down from the top bunk and shoved zer roommate. “Azure,
wake up! Wake up!”Azure sat up on the lower bunk and placed zer feet on the floor.“What?
What’s going on?” Azure asked groggily.Jade scurried to the door wondering if zer roommate
would wake up even after the EarthPeaceKeepers entered the room. Azure slept like the dead.
Getting zer up in the morning was a task.“Jade barely had the door open before the two
EarthPeaceKeepers barged into the room. One of them flipped on the light and Jade squinted.
Azure sat there with a hand hooding zer eyes.“What’s wrong?” Jade asked.“Random room
check,” the stockier of the two EarthPeaceKeepers said.Jade squinted toward the clock. “At 3:00
in the morning?”Jade sat down on the lower bunk next to Azure while the two PeaceKeepers



started rummaging through the closet, looking through the rows of clothes that all looked alike.
They plunged their hands through the shoes at the bottom of the closet.Finding nothing of
interest in the closet, they moved on to the two chests of drawers.“Whose chest is this?” the
taller one asked before going through it.“It’s mine,” Jade mumbled.“And this one is yours; I
assume?” the second stockier officer gestured at Azure.Azure yawned and nodded, “Yes.”Jade
wondered at the intellect required to be an EarthPeaceKeeper. They were more brawn than
brains. Obviously, the chest would be Azure’s. Who else would it belong to?The pair of
PeaceKeepers tore through the drawers, tossing clothes on the floor as they emptied drawer
after drawer.Finally, the stocky officer going through Azure’s drawers halted at the bottom
drawer. “Well, well, well… what have we here?”The PeaceKeeper pulled out a green hardback
book.Jade’s eyes widened and z looked at Azure. Why did Azure have a book? No one read
hardback books anymore. All printed matter published prior to the Equalization had been
destroyed – or they were supposed to be. Anyone found possessing a book or document pre-
dating the Equalization would be in violation of the law and subject to EarthPeaceKeeper’s
correction. And since no one printed books after the Equalization, this did not bode well for
Azure.The PeaceKeeper thumbed through the book, “What is this?”“I’m a botany major. It’s an
herbal remedy book,” Azure explained.The PeaceKeeper flipped back toward the opening
pages. “This book was published in 2017. This is contraband.”“It’s just about plants and herbs,”
Azure protested. “How is that contraband?”“It predates the Equalization and is thus prohibited by
the EarthPeace Accord.”“Oh, good grief,” Azure rolled zer eyes. “Take it then.”“It may not be as
simple as that,” said the taller PeaceKeeper who had paused in rummaging through Jade’s
drawers to stand beside the PeaceKeeper holding Azure’s book. “Flip through it slowly,” the taller
officer instructed zer companion.The pair went through Azure’s book page by page. Jade’s heart
had resumed pounding. Didn’t Azure know books were contraband? How could z not know?
Where had Azure gotten the book?“There!” The taller officer pointed at a page in the book,
“Where did you get this?”“I found it,” Azure said.“Where did you find it?” the stocky one holding
the book demanded.“In the trash,” Azure replied.“What were you doing rummaging through
trash?” the stocky one retorted.“I work custodial in the botany building,” Azure shrugged.Jade
was amazed at how calm and cool Azure seemed to be. Jade admired Azure for zer ability to
stay composed under pressure. Jade felt terrified for zer roommate. Jade couldn’t imagine how z
would be feeling if the book had been found in zer drawer!“This book is not simply contraband. It
is criminal.” The taller officer reached toward zer holster where z kept a collection of
syringes.“What?” Azure leapt to zer feet. “No, it’s not! It’s just an herb book!”Azure started toward
the door, but the taller officer grabbed Azure and had Azure’s hands cuffed behind zer back
within seconds.“What are you talking about?” Azure demanded, struggling to free zerself.The
stocky officer flipped the book around and showed Azure a photograph of a pale-skinned female
blond holding some sort of berries in her hand.Jade gasped. Not because z thought there was
anything inherently immoral about the book, but because z knew the ramifications for Azure in
having it in zer possession.The stocky officer tucked the book under zer arm and scanned the



chip in Azure’s right hand with zer device. Azure’s photo popped up on the screen of the tablet.“I
see here you already have two counts of speech-crime on your record,” the stocky officer read
from the tablet device.“I do not!” Azure retorted. “You must have me confused with someone
else.”“There is no confusion. We have a recording on file here dated from February 7th of this
year.” The stocky officer flipped the tablet around and showed Azure a video clip. “Is this or is this
not you?”The video showed Azure questioning the logic of zer history professor on the dangers
of pre-EarthPeace family units. Azure made a case for the possible benefits of family units and
the value of physical touch in homo sapiens. The professor simply smiled and turned zer back
on Azure.At this point, Azure made an offensive gesture at the history professor’s back.The
professor went to the monitor on zer desk and clicked a box next to Azure’s name. Rather than
argue or say anything to Azure, the professor recorded the event directly onto Azure’s
permanent record.After showing Azure the recording, the stocky officer addressed
Azure:“Azure, you are hereby charged with the possession of criminal contraband violating
gender neutrality, racial equality and the violation of Statute 13 of the EarthPeace Accord which
bans all printed matter predating the EarthPeace Accord. In addition, you are charged with two
counts of speech-crime. How do you plead?”“Not guilty!” Azure struggled against the grip of the
taller officer. “I didn’t know that picture was in the book! I just found it yesterday and was trying to
become more proficient in my field of study!”“Noted,” the stocky officer made a notation on
Azure’s record.The taller officer tightened zer grip on Azure. “Azure, you are hereby found guilty
on all counts and are sentenced to euthanasia.”“Euthanasia?!” Jade heard zer own voice
explode. Z hadn’t intended to say a word, but z couldn’t help zerself, “You can’t terminate Azure
for that!”“Azure is hereby judged as a threat to EarthPeace. Azure has shown willful insurrection
to multiple EarthPeace laws and is hereby sentenced to euthanasia.”“When?” Azure still
attempted to pull loose from the larger officer, but Azure was too small and thin to ever break
free.Jade’s eyes darted around the room, looking for something z could use to whack the
officers over the head and free zer friend. But by the time zer eyes returned to Azure, the tall
officer said, “Now” and injected a toxin straight into Azure’s neck.Azure immediately slumped to
the floor.The two officers left Azure’s lifeless body lying on the floor as they continued to
rummage through Jade’s remaining two drawers. Jade stood there, frozen, staring in horror at
zer friend’s body.After finding nothing in Jade’s drawers, each officer grabbed one of Azure’s
arms and dragged the body out the door. As they left, one of them flipped off the light, and said,
“Carry on.” The door closed softly behind them.Jade collapsed onto Azure’s lower bunk. Doing
all z could to resist the urge to vomit, Jade bent over with zer head in zer hands and began to
sob..Chapter 3: The Vault of OriginationYear: 2078“Jade, please hand me those tweezers,” Lex
asked as z bent over a microscope that was trained on a petri dish.Jade handed the doctor the
tweezers and watched closely as zer mentor examined the cloned cell tissue.“Take a look at
that, Jade,” Lex moved aside and motioned for Jade to look through the microscope. “What do
you see here?”“Cancer cells?” Jade responded.“Yes, cancer cells … in fetal tissue.” Lex rolled
zer chair away from the table and leaned against the back of the chair. With a heavy sigh z



muttered, “This is unacceptable.”“Could it be an anomaly?” Jade asked.“No. Seven out of ten of
the cloned fetuses I’ve checked over the last several months have cancerous tissue growing on
them.”“Is this what you were concerned about? Degradation?” Jade asked.Dr Lex removed zer
elastic gloves and tossed them in the biohazard trash bin next to the table. “Yes, the clones of
the genetically altered Betas are degrading. They aren’t a viable solution. Homo sapiens will
soon be extinct at the rate we are going.”Jade’s eyebrows lifted and z looked from zer mentor to
the petri dish and back. “What do we do?”“We have to convince the Science Board to abandon
cloning and go back to organic reproduction while we still have time.” Lex responded without
moving zer lips and without the least hint of emotion on zer face.“How do we do that when
everyone has been either genetically or hormonally altered?” Jade whispered without moving
zer lips.“Come with me,” Lex walked toward the doorway of the lab, held zer hand over the
access panel next to the door and exited the lab.Jade followed Lex down a white luminescent
hallway to the other end of the building. They stopped at a white door that looked like all the rest
– Door number 111. Lex scanned zer hand and the door opened.The inside of the room looked
like a janitorial closet. Mops, buckets, brooms, shelves of cleansers, some towels and linens,
and a rack of hazmat suits took up the far side of the wall.Lex walked toward the hazmat suits
and shoved the hangers of suits from the far-right corner toward the left. Lex grabbed two navy
sweaters and two pair of thick gloves from the shelf above the suits.“Here, put these on now,”
Lex instructed. “You don’t have any devices on you do you?”“No,” Jade shook zer head.Jade
slipped on the sweater and buttoned it, then slid the gloves over zer hands while Lex did the
same. The gloves felt strangely stiff, almost as if they were lined with metal between the interior
and exterior material.Lex reached toward a small lever on the wall and pushed it. The wall slid
open to reveal a doorway. Lex stepped inside and tugged at Jade’s arm, pulling zer through the
hole. Lex then shoved the hazmat suits back in place so they covered the opening.As Jade went
deeper into the cold, darkness of the opening, z heard a sliding sound and the click of a lock
latching into place. The room went pitch black. Jade strained to see, but there was not a scrap of
light. Jade rubbed zer arms. The room was incredibly cold.“Where are we?” Jade whispered.Lex
flicked the lights on. No wonder it felt so cold. They were in a freezer.Lex went toward a shelf by
the doorway. The doctor retrieved a small box and opened it. Z pulled out a small hand-held
device. Z flipped a button on the device and a green light appeared. The doctor carried the
device around the room, sweeping the room carefully with the device.“It’s clean. Remember,
bring no devices in with you. Always wear the gloves and always sweep the area before you do
anything here,” Lex said. “The gloves interrupt the GIC transmission to the SpaceNet
satellites.”Jade looked around the room that was about 20 square meters in dimension. Every
wall but the one through which they entered was covered by glass freezer cases. Inside were
hundreds, if not thousands of cryogenic tubes.“The Vault of Origination,” Jade whispered. “I
thought the Science Board abandoned everything from the Alpha program back in 2070?”“They
did,” Lex responded. “And this isn’t the original Vault. I’ve moved these gametes out for safe
keeping. The original vault was shut down.”Jade’s mind raced. Z had been at the University at



the time, getting zer degree before coming back to work with Lex. The abandonment of the
Alpha Program and everything that went with it was a popular topic of conversation in zer cloning
classes.The Alphas were gendered individuals born or incubated during the first twenty years of
the Equalization. Jade had been one of the last. After Alphas matured and were harvested for
their eggs and sperm, they were given hormones or operations to neutralize gender. Frozen
eggs and sperm were stored in a special vault known as the Vault of Origination.Reproduction
occurred via scientific means by using zygotes stored in the Vault of Origination. They were
genetically altered to homogenize color and gender.Once a gender and racially neutral Beta was
made from the Alpha zygotes, new gender-less clones (called Gammas) could be manufactured
without the need for an egg and sperm.Only certain Alphas were permitted to mature enough to
have their eggs and sperm harvested. Most Alphas retained their genitals but underwent
hormone treatments to eradicate all gender specific traits after they reached a certain age of
maturation, typically around 20 years of age. They were also given pills to bring their skin to the
Color of Equalization.Unfortunately, Alphas often exhibited psychosis and self-destructive
behavior after gender neutralization. The hormone treatments also created other physical
complications that shortened life span.“I … uh …” Jade’s eyes darted around the room looking
for cameras.Z motioned for Jade to follow zer to the far-right corner of the freezer. “These are
yours.”“Mine?” Jade gasped.Lex pointed at the different shelves, “Yes, and 702’s and 347’s.”
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Karen Collins History Major, “The beginning was hard, but well worth the effort.. The beginning
of this book was hard for me. It took four times to get through the first three chapters and then I
was hooked. Loved the characters! I was so excited at the end when Topaz, Quartz, the babies
and the rest of Rover 2 made it to the Zion Dome. I actually caught myself practically holding my
breath.”

Susan Allen, “Great insightful story!. Great insightful story - hopeful ending that kept me riveted
to the very end. I really loved the book. Thank you Marnie for sharing your talents with the
world.”

Elizabeth H. Cottrell, “Fascinating plot. It's 2080—the pandemics earlier in the century have
resulted in a new world order where equality has been taken to a dangerous new level: one
gender, one race—everything controlled by the Happiness Bureau. Satellites track everyone.
But genetic alteration is breaking down and a few brave scientists escape to find a remnant of
Christians who survived outside of the control of Ameriqual.As a comet streaks towards a
collision with earth, in fulfillment of the Revelations prophecy, this faithful group experiences the
apocalyptic events that Christians have awaited for millennia.Loved the story. The dialogue
needed some editing.”

Janet A. Kuhns, “Fascinating Story...is this where we are headed?. Loved the story & character
development! Is this where we are heading as a culture/society?May we love the individuality
that is in each of us...This book helps me to see each person around me differently and
celebrate their & my uniqueness.”
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